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No More Broken Cam Gears with 
 New Snap-on “Must Have” Cam Gear Holder 

 
KENOSHA, Wis. – October 23, 2013 – Replacing the cam gears on Chrysler® and Dodge® 
vehicles can be a challenging chore without the right tool. The new Snap-on® Cam Gear Holder 
(CGH1236) makes the removal and installation of cam gears both easy and accurate, resulting in 
fewer broken cam gears and faster repairs. 
 
Simple to use, the new Snap-on Cam Gear Holder (CGH1236) features a hole at the center of the 
tool which allows a socket to be inserted for removal of the cam gear bolt. The CGH1236 fits 18 
different models of Chrysler and Dodge cars, trucks, SUVs and vans, including 1995-2010 3.5 liter 
V6 engines and 2007-2011 4.0 liter V6 engines. 
 
“Service technicians need a reliable holder when replacing cam gears on Chrysler and Dodge 
vehicles. Our new CGH1236 holds the hex at the gear hub, so the removal and torqueing of the 
cam gear is simple and precise,” said Scott Amundson, product manager for Snap-on. “By 
eliminating broken cam gears and improving service turnaround times, the CGH1236 is a ‘must 
have’ tool for every tech.” 
 
Customers can learn more about the new Snap-on Cam Gear Holder (CGH1236) by contacting 
their participating Snap-on franchisee or representative, visiting www.snapon.com/handtools or by 
calling toll free 877-SNAPON-4 (877-762-7664).  

 
About Snap-on Tools 
Snap-on Tools is a subsidiary of Snap-on Incorporated, a leading global innovator, manufacturer 
and marketer of tools, equipment, diagnostics, repair information and systems solutions for 
professional users performing critical tasks. Products and services include hand and power tools, 
tool storage, diagnostics software, information and management systems, shop equipment and 
other solutions for vehicle dealerships and repair centers, as well as for customers in industries, 
including aviation and aerospace, agriculture, construction, government and military, mining, 
natural resources, power generation and technical education. Snap-on Tools is one of the largest 
non-food franchise companies in the world, selling its products and services through franchisee, 
company-direct, distributor and Internet channels.  Snap-on Incorporated, which was founded in 
1920, is a $2.9 billion, S&P 500 company located in Kenosha, Wis. with operations throughout the 
world.  For additional information, visit www.snapon.com.    
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